Watson - DVD

121.5
1776
1984
2001, A Space Odyssey
84 Charing Cross Road
Adam Bede
Addicted Brain
Addiction & Mental Illness
Adult Psychiatric Diagnosis Using The DSM-IV-TR
Air America
Akeelah and the Bee
Alexander Dumas' the Count Of Monte Cristo
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland
All About Eve
All Creatures Great and Small The Specials
All the President's Men
America's Castles Newport Mansions
America's Castles.
Anna Karenina
Antigone
Anton Chekhov
Antony and Cleopatra
Apostles Collection
Argumentation: The Study of Effective Reasoning
As You Like It
Babbleonia A Documentary.
Balzac A Life of Passion
Bartleby
Bathroom Tech
Battle of the Bulge
Beautiful Mind
Becket
Ben-Hur A Tale of the Christ
Best of Riverdance
Birth of A Nation
Blood Diamond
Brandenburg Concertos No. 1-6 Brandenburgische Konzerte Nr. 1-6: BWV 1046-105
Bridge on the River Kwai
Bronte Sisters
Brontes of Haworth
Bronze Screen 100 Years of The Latino Image In Hollywood
Brothers in Arms
Burning Bright
Burns and Allen 3 Half-Hour Episodes V.2.
Burns and Allen 3 Half-Hour Episodes.
Bury My Heart At Wounded Knee The Epic Fall Of The American Indian
Bus Stop
Butley
Cabaret
Caligula
Camelot
Capote
Casablanca
Cat on A Hot Tin Roof
Catherine the Great
Cats
Chariots of Fire
Chicago
Child Custody
Chinatown
Chinese Coffee
Christmas Oratorio Weihnachtsoratorium : BWV 248
Chronicles Of Narnia. The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe
Citizen Kane
Citizen King
Cognitive-Behavioral Couples Therapy
Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy
Color Purple
Comedy Of Terrors ; The Raven
Conducting Mahler Mahler: Ich Bin Der Welt Abhanden Gekommen = [I Have Lost
Touch With the World]
Conrad Hilton
Copland and the American Sound
Cosi Fan Tutte
Count Dracula
Critical Issues in Field Instruction Developing Field Instructor Competence
Crucible
D-Day
Da Vinci and the Code He Lived By the Unique Vision and Determination Of The
Renaissance Master
Da Vinci Code
Damn Yankees
Dance Theatre of Harlem
Daniel Deronda
Dark Ages the Fall of Civilization, The Rise Of A New World Order
David Copperfield
Days of Wine and Roses
Dead Poets Society
Death of a Salesman
Deer Hunter
Delicate Balance
Departed
Devil Wears Prada
Diary of a Mad Black Woman
Dick Van Dyke 3 Half-Hour Episodes.
Dickens of London
Divine Secrets Of The Ya-Ya Sisterhood
Doctor Faustus
Doctor Zhivago
Doll’s House
Don Giovanni An Opera In 2 Acts
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. A Historical Perspective
Dragnet V.2
Drinking Apart Families Under The Influence
Driving Miss Daisy
Drug and Alcohol Abuse
E.T., the Extra-Terrestrial
Edgar Allan Poe's Pit and the Pendulum
Edgar Allan Poe's the House of Usher
El Cid
Elements of Design
Elizabeth I
Elizabeth R
Elvis Lives the 25th Anniversary Concert, Live From Memphis
Emily Bronte's Wuthering Heights
Emma
Emperor Jones
English Patient
Entrepreneur of the Year, Howard Schultz, Starbucks Coffee Company
Ernest Hemingway's To Have and Have Not
Eroica
Eugene O'Neill's the Iceman Cometh
Evening with Edgar Allan Poe
Everybody's Ethnic: Your Invisible Culture.
Existential Therapy
Exodus
Facing the Giants
Farewell to Arms
Fashionably F.I.T.
Faubourg Treme the Untold Story of Black New Orleans
Flame Trees of Thika
Flattering Fashions Six Principles for Him and Her
Flying Deuces
For Whom the Bell Tolls
Four Bach Suites
Frank Capra's Arsenic and Old Lace
Frank Capra's It's a Wonderful Life
French Connection
From Here to Eternity
From The Terrace
Frederic Chopin: A Life to Remember
Fyodor Dostoevsky
Gandhi
Gentleman's Agreement
George Burns and Gracie Allen Show
Gestalt Therapy
Giorgio Armani Deconstructing Fashion
Girl with a Pearl Earring
Gladiator
Glory
Godfather
Gods and Generals
Gone With the Wind
Great Expectations
Great Gatsby
Guess How Much I Love You
Guys and Dolls
Hamlet
Hamlet
Hamlet
Hard Day's Night
Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets
Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire
Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix
Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban
Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone
Harvey
Hedda Gabler
Henrik Ibsen Collection
High Noon
Hijacked Brain
Historical Renovations
Hitler the Rise of Evil
Homecoming
Hornblower
Hotel Rwanda
Hours
House
How The World Dresses Clothing And Global Culture.
How to Buy Quality Furniture Handmade With Care
Howard’s End
Hunchback of Notre Dame
I Remember Mama
Icons of Fashion
Idomeneo Opera Seria in Tre Atti, K. 366
In Celebration
In Cold Blood
In The Heat of the Night
Infinity
Introduction to Scientology
It Happened One Night
Ivanhoe
Jack Benny 3 Half-Hour Episodes V.2.
Jane Austen
Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudice
Jane Eyre
Jane Eyre
Jaws
Jayson Blair Story Favoritism and Plagiarism at the New York Times
Jazz Pedagogy : The Jazz Educator's Handbook and Resource Guide
Jazz Singer
JFK, A Presidency Revealed
John Osborne's Luther
John Steinbeck's East of Eden
Judgment at Nuremberg
Key Constitutional Concepts
King Lear
LAAC Quiz Bowl
Ladies in Lavender
Lady and the Tramp
Myth of the Liberal Media the Propaganda Model Of News
Napoleon
Napoleon the Epic Life of the Great French Leader.
Neil Simon's Jake's Women
Neil Simon's London Suite
Neil Simon's Lost In Yonkers
Network
New York American Branding
Nineteen Eighty-Four
Nixon
Nostradamus Prophet of Doom
Not Till the Fat Lady Sings: The Most Dramatic Sports Finishes of All Time
Noel Coward Collection
Oedipus Rex
Of Mice and Men
Old Man and the Sea
Open Range
Oscar Wilde's the Picture of Dorian Gray
Othello
Our Constitution: a Conversation.
Out of Africa
Overcoming Prejudice and Promoting Tolerance
Overture to Don Giovanni Piano Concerto No. 20 in D Minor, K. 466
Passion of the Christ
Patton
Performance of Macbeth
Persuasion
Phantom of the Opera
Piano
Pirates of Penzance
Portrait of Addiction
Prairie Home Companion
Pride & Prejudice
Primary Colors
Principles of Design
Pursuit of Happyness
Queen
Race the Power of an Illusion
Raging Bull
Raisin in the Sun
Random Harvest
Red Violin
Rent
Requiem, K. 626; Mass in C Minor, K. 427
Rhinoceros
Richard III
Richard Llewellyn's How Green Was My Valley
Rip Van Winkle
Robe
Romeo & Juliet
Roots
Scarlet Letter
Schindler's List
School for Scandal
Sense and Sensibility
Seven Samurai
Seventh Seal
She
Show Boat
Sigmund Freud Analysis of a Mind
Silas Marner the Weaver of Raveloe
Silent Shakespeare
Sitting Bull Chief of the Lakota Nation.
Slam
Solomon Northup's Odyssey Twelve Years as A Slave
Sophie's Choice
Sound Of Music
Steel Magnolias
Stimulants
Stravinsky's Rite of Spring
Streetcar Named Desire
Streetcar Named Desire
Sunrise A Song of Two Humans
Sunshine Boys
Sweeney Todd the Demon Barber of Fleet Street
Sylvia
Symphonies Nos. 4 & 7
Symphony No. 36 in C Major, KV 425 "Linz"
Tale of Two Cities
Tartuffe
Tattoo Fixation
Tea with Mussolini
Tempest
Tennessee Williams' the Glass Menagerie
Tess Of The d'Urbervilles
Therapist-Client Boundary Challenges
Thomas Hardy's The Return of the Native
Three Approaches to Psychotherapy I. Part 2, Dr. Frederick Perls
Three Approaches to Psychotherapy I. Part 3, Dr. Albert Ellis
Three Approaches to Psychotherapy I. Pt. 1, Carl Rogers
Three Approaches to Psychotherapy III. Part 1, Dr. Hans Strupp
Three Approaches to Psychotherapy III. Part 2, Dr. Donald Meichenbaum
Three Approaches to Psychotherapy III. Part 3, Dr. Aaron Beck
Three Sisters
Till The Clouds Roll By
Titus
To Kill a Mockingbird
Tom Jones
Top 10 Fashion Designers
Triad Training Model Five Vignettes Of Culturally Different Counselors Interviewing a Single Client
Troy
True Story of the Roman Arena
Twelfth Night
Twelfth Night
Unforgiven
Vanity Fair
Vertigo
Victoria & Albert
Virgin Queen
Walk the Line
War and Peace
We Were Soldiers
Who’s Afraid Of Virginia Woolf?
Why Shirts Have Buttons The Origins Of Clothing.
Wild Hogs
William Faulkner's the Long, Hot Summer
William Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's Dream
William Shakespeare's Julius Caesar
William Shakespeare's the Taming Of the Shrew
Wind That Shakes the Barley
Wings of the Dove
Winter's Tale
Wit
Wizard of Oz
Working With African American Clients
World of Abnormal Psychology
Zelig
Wrestlemania: The Official Insider's Story

**Watson - VHS**

10 Basics of Business Etiquette
10 Ways to Get a Great Job
12 Angry Men
13C N.M.R.
1987 V. The Constitution
39 Steps
7 - Day Image Update
8 1/2
ABC's Of Child Care
ABCDE's Of Cardiac Rehabilitation
Abraham and His Children
Achieving Breakthrough Service in Libraries a Nationwide Teleseminar.
Adlerian Therapy
Adolf Hitler
Adrienne Rich
Advanced Manufacturing Technology
African American History Collection. 3
African Contributions to U.S. History
African Influence on Early Europe
African Queen
Africans Shaping the U.S. West
Agamemnon
Agricultural Field Equipment
AIDS Cover-Up?
AIDS, Helping Families Cope
Air War over Europe
Alan Greenspan Man behind the Money
Alexander Nevsky
All My Sons
All the King's Men
Amadeus
America 911 We Will Never Forget.
American in Paris
American Musical Theater
American Musical Theater, The 1970's
Animal Farm
Anna Christie
Annie Hall
Antigone
Antigone
Antony and Cleopatra
Apocalypse Now
Aristophanes' Lysistrata
As You Like It
As You Like It
Asperger Syndrome Living Outside the Bell Curve
Astors High Society
Atlanta Steam Celebration
Attack on Pearl Harbor December 7, 1941 Part II, Kamikaze
Attack on Pearl Harbor December 7, 1941.
Audition Everything an Actor Needs To Know To Get the Part, With Michael Shurtleff
August Wilson
Auto Mechanic
Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman
Automotive Measurements
B.F. Skinner A Fresh Appraisal
B.U.S.I.N.E.S.S. Of Family Child Care
Bacchantes
Back To the Future
Band Director
Band Saw
Band Saw and Accessories Operation & Safety.
Barry Lyndon
Basic Counselling Skills
Battleground, Italy
Battleship Potemkin
Bayou of the Lost the Legacy of the Labranche Wetlands
Belizaire the Cajun Belle of Amherst
Benjamin Franklin Citizen of the World
Bertolt Brecht
Better Way to Practice Drumming! Unique Silent Mesh Pad and Module Make Practice Fun.
Big
Big Easy
Big Red One 75 Years of Tradition
Bill Gates
Bill Gates the Communications Revolution
Billy Budd
Bleaching
Bleak House
Bob Tapia Explosion of Color, the Tapia Technique.
Bob Vila's Guide to Historic Homes the Midwest & West
Bob Vila's Guide to Historic Homes the Northeast
Bob Vila's Guide to Historic Homes the South
Body Language Non-Verbal Communication.
Bonsai an Introduction to the Art of Bonsai
Born On the Fourth of July
Brain and Reading
Brain Effects of Childhood Trauma.
Brief History of Time
Broadway! A Musical History
Building a Customer Driven Organization the Manager's Role
Building Self-Esteem in Your Child How To Give Your Child A Healthy Foundation For Life
Bullfight La Fiesta Brava.
Cabaret
Caddyshack
Caine Mutiny
California Condor
Call of the Wild
Career Encounters Early Childhood Education.
Career in Ophthalmic Medical Assisting
Career, Paramedic
Career, Pediatric Radiologist
Career, Robotics
Career, TV News Cameraperson
Career, Veterinarian
Careers in Health Services Opportunities for You
Careers in Mathematics
Careers in Psychology Your Options Are Open
Carousel
Carrie
Carthage
Castle
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof
Catalysis
Cathedral
Cats
Cattle Breeds -- Dairy
Cell Motility and Microtubules
Cellular Respiration Energy for Life
Certified Strength and Conditioning Specialist CSCS Practice Exam.
Cezanne the Man and the Mountain
Chagall
Changing Classical Audience
Chemical Equilibrium
Cheniere Caminada Remembered
Chinese Paper-Cuts
Choosing Furnishings and Accessories
Chorus Line
Cinco De Mayo
Citizen Kane
City Lights a Comedy Romance in Pantomime
City Of Lights Natchitoches, Louisiana.
Civil War
Civil War
Civil War the Fiery Trial
Classical Age
Classical and Operant Conditioning
Classical Comedy Aristophanes: Ecclesiazusae ; Plautus: Miles Gloriosus.
Clementine Hunter American Folk Artist
Cognitive Development
Cognitive-Behavior Therapy
Colonel Sanders
Color Perceptions
Color Purple
Colorado AAA Travel Video Series.
Computer Integrated Manufacturing
Computer Numerical Control
Connection
Conquer The New S.A.T.
Conquering Communication Anxiety
Cooing, Crying, Cuddling Infant Brain Development.
Copacabana
Coriolanus
Courage to Be Rich [Creating a Life of Material and Spiritual Abundance]
Creating Business Solutions with Telecommunications
Cuentos Populares Latinoamericanos
Cyrano De Bergerac
Cyrano De Bergerac
Dancers
Dances with Wolves
Dark Noon A Shadow Band Reunion
Date Rape Drugs An Alert.
Dave Thomas Made To Order
Day at the Races
Death of Vince Foster What Really Happened?
Dehydration, Heat Injuries, and Sports Drinks
Desert Triumph the Complete Story of the Persian Gulf War
Design Implementation and Evaluation of A Behavior Change Program Including
The Stages of Change Model
Designer Babies
Designing Worksite Health Promotion Programs
Details of Roman Life
Diary of Anne Frank
Do the Right Thing
Do We Have A Deal?
Donald Trump Deal Maker
Door in Turner Alley
Dr. Edward Kamau Braithwaite Feb. 20, 1988
Dr. Gwendolyn Midlo Hall November 5, 1988
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. A Historical Perspective
Dr. Strangelove or, How I Learned To Stop Worrying and Love the Bomb
Dracula
Few Good Men
Fiddler on the Roof
First Look at Careers
First World War and the Rise of Fascism; the Second World War
Fit To Try
Five Stories of an Hour
Focus Group Interviews
Food For Thought Nutrition and Children
Foods of Latin America
For The People
Forgotten March the Red River Campaign
Format Integration Phase 2
Frankenstein
Frederick Douglass When the Lion Wrote History
French Lieutenant's Woman
From The Eagle's Nest
Fun and Games with Liquid Air
Fundamentals of Scenic Painting
Furies
Further Adventures of Don Quixote
Future of E-Business
Future of Investing: A History of the Do
Gander Crash
Gawain and the Green Knight
Gay Divorcee
GED Verbal Review
Gender and the Law: Title IX
Gender, the Enduring Paradox
General
German High Command
Gertrude Stein: Three Plays
Ghosts
Glass Menagerie
God and the Constitution
Gold Rush
Golden Age of American Oratory
Grapes of Wrath
Great Americans: Martin Luther King, Jr.
Great Depression
Great Gatsby
Great Speeches, the Presidents
Greatness of Africa
Greed & Wildlife Poaching In America
Greek Beginning
Gregorian Chant the Monks and Their Music
Group Dynamics in the Electronic Environment
Grumpier Old Men
Guess Who's Coming To Dinner
Hair
Haunted Waters, Fragile Lands--Oh, What Tales To Tell!
Haunting Of Louisiana
Health Communications
Health, Fashion and Beauty
Heartbreak House
Heartland
Henry IV
Henry V
Herman Melville's Bartleby, the Scrivener
Himmler, the Mystic
Hispanic Experience
History of Spanish Literature
History of the 20th Century
Hitler's Master Race the Mad Dream of the S.S.
Hitler, the Last Ten Days
Home Front and Victory
Horse Breeds I
Horse Breeds II
Horse Feathers
Horse Soldiers
How to Buy a Modern Classic Car
How to Design Classroom Management to Enhance Learning
How to Interview & Hire the Right People
How To Meet Women A Step By Step Program That Will Help You Meet the Woman You Want.
How to Overcome Negativity in the Workplace
How to Speak Up, Set Limits and Say No without Losing Your Job or Your Friends
How to Stretch Your Retirement Dollar
Howard Hughes the Man and the Madness
Huggable and Lollipop Day
Hunchback of Notre Dame
I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings
Image & Self-Projection for Today's Professional Woman
Immortal Beloved
Importance of Being Earnest
Importance of Laboratory Animal Research in Psychology Psychopharmacology
In A Brilliant Light Van Gogh in Arles
In The Steps of William Shakespeare London
In Your Face Why Courtesy and Respect
Individual Therapy from a Family Systems Perspective
Inferno
Inherit the Wind
Inner Forces
Instant America
Instructional Strategies for the Differentiated Classroom
Integrated Curriculum an Idea Blossoms
Integrating Technology into the Curriculum Making Information Technology Work
For Your Classroom, School, or District
Inter European Airways Airbus A320
Intermediate H.N.M.R. Spectroscopy
Internet behind the Web
Interpreting Infra-Red & NMR Spectra
Introducing Latin America
Introducing Plastics Technology
Introducing Spain
Introduction to the Hossfeld Bender
Invasion, the Allies Attack
Investigation of Active Transport
Investigation of Photosynthesis and Assimilate Transport
Invisible Man
Iphigenia
Is Mind Distinct From Body?
Ishi the Last Yahi
It's A Wild Ride at O'Leary Junior High
Italian-Ethiopian War: Africa in World Affairs; the Spanish Civil War
J. C. Penney Main Street Millionaire
J. Pierpont Morgan Emperor of Wall Street
J.P. Donleavy with Frank Delaney
Jack L. Warner the Last Mogul
Jack Levine Feast of Pure Reason
James Dickey
Jane Eyre
Japan Invades China: Crisis in the Far East; War Comes To Pearl Harbor
Jessica Tandy and Hume Cronyn in the Gin Game
Job Interview Skills
Job Survival Kit
Jobs for the 21st Century
John Gardner
John Hawkes
John Irving
Jointer/Surfacer and Accessories Operation & Safety.
Journey to America
Joy That Kills
Juggling Your Work and Family
Just Say No
Justice Lewis F. Powell, Jr.
Justice Sandra Day O'Connor
Kate Chopin a Re-Awakening Enhanced
Kate Chopin's "The Story of an Hour"
Kellogg Brothers Corn Flake Kings
Kennedys
Keorapetse Kgotsiile November 3, 1987
Kid
King And I
Kingfish And Uncle Earl
Kiss Of The Spider Woman
Korea War, Prosperity, Democracy
Koyaanisqatsi Life Out Of Balance
Krapp's Last Tape
Kristallnacht The Journey From 1938 To 1988
Kurt Vonnegut
La Vitae Bella - Life Is Beautiful
LAAC Quiz Bowl
Lady From Louisiana
Lady From Shanghai
Last Of Mrs. Lincoln
Laughing, Learning, Loving Toddler Brain Development.
Lawnmower Man
LBJ
Learn How To Build A Web Page Step-By-Step Learning
Learning Observational And Cognitive Approaches
Legendary Louisiana Video Tours
Lena Kennedy
Leo Tolstoy's War And Peace
Les Miserables
Les Miserables
Lesson Collection. Tapes 33-40, [Teaching Strategies]
Letter Carrier
Libation Bearers
Life And Work Of Rudolf Steiner, 1861-1925
Lion In Winter
Living On The Edge
Living Room Campaign
Living Treasures Of Japan
LLN: Louisiana Library Network Your Highway to the World
Long Day's Journey into Night
Look. Volume 1, Runway
Looking Ahead Preparing To Meet the Future
Lord Jim
Lord of the Dance
Lorraine Hansberry the Black Experience in the Creation of Drama
Louise Erdrich and Michael Dorris
Louisiana Story
Love, Marriage and Family
Macbeth
Macbeth
Macbeth
Made In America
Mahabharata
Man for All Seasons
Man in the Iron Mask
Man Who Knew Too Much
Man with One Red Shoe
Manhattan
Marie Curie Finds Radium and Radioactivity
Marine Careers
Marketing, NASA Space Scientist
Martin Luther King, "I Have a Dream"
Materials Handling
Media Ethics
Medieval Drama from Sanctuary to Stage
Men & Women Talking Together
Men on Women, Women on Men
Merchant of Venice
Metal Forming Process
Metropolis
Michael
Midsummer Night's Dream
Midsummer Night's Dream
Milton Hershey the Chocolate King
Minimizing Legal Liability Risk Management for Health/Fitness Programs And Facilities
Miracle of Intervale Avenue
Mishima
Mississippi, America
Modern Presidential Campaigns Volume I, 1920-1944
Modern Presidential Campaigns Volume II, 1948-1960
Modern Times
Moll Flanders
Money 99, Teach Yourself
Money Rock
Money, History in Your Hands!
Morality Judgments and Action
Mortimer Adler Teaching the Constitution
Motivation
Mountain of the Lord
Movements at Joints of the Body
Movements: Fast And Slow.
Moving In Many Directions
Mr. Holland's Opus
Mr. Justice Blackmun
Mr. Justice Brennan
Much Ado about Nothing
Multimodal Therapy
Mummy
Murder on Tape: A Comprehensive Guide to Murder and Mystery on Video
Mutiny on the Bounty
My Little Chickadee
Mysterious Black-Footed Ferret
Myth, History and Drama
N. Town Passion
N.M.R. Spectra of Fluorinated Molecules
Nanook of the North
Nathan Kroll's Martha Graham, an American Original in Performance.
Nathaniel Hawthorne's Rappaccini's Daughter
National Park Ranger
Native Son
Nature of the Nerve Impulse
Neiman Marcus Last Of the Merchant Kings
Nevelson in Process
Never Give a Sucker an Even Break
New England in Autumn the Poetry of Robert Frost
New Look At ADHD Inhibition, Time, Self-Control
New Realities Techniques of Photo Collage
New World Visions American Art And The Metropolitan Museum.
Nixon
No-Brainers on Taxes
Nora Ephron
Norman Conquests
North by Northwest
Nourishing Language Development in Early Childhood
NSCA Certified Personal Trainer Practice Exam
Numeros Y Colores En Espanol
October
Oedipus at Colonus
Oedipus Rex
Of Human Bondage
Oklahoma!
Oleanna
Omaha Project A Rare Book Adventure.
On Singing Onstage
On The Waterfront
One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest
Opportunity, the Land and Its People
Orpheus and Eurydice the Appia Staging
Orpheus Descending
Others
Our Biosphere the Earth in Our Hands
Our Hospitality
Our Town
Over Washington, an Aerial Celebration
Overcoming Procrastination
Oxidation
Oxy-Acetylene Cutting
Oxy-Acetylene Welding and Brazing
Pacific Campaign
Pacific Perimeter
Pacific: War Begins
Pain And Infertility What Every Woman Should Know [About Endometriosis]
Painting Wood Furniture
Panic Disorder Stories of Hope
Paradise Bent Boys Will Be Girls in Samoa
Parish Government Made In Louisiana.
Passage to India
Paul Revere's Ride
Pavlov
Pawnbroker
Perception and Action the Importance and Contributions of Non-Human Animal Research in Psychology
Performance Nutrition for Teen Athletes
Persecution and Assassination of Jean-Paul Marat As Performed By the Inmates Of The Asylum of Charenton under the Direction of the Marquis De Sade
Persona En Film
Personal Finance
Peter Bogdanovich's Mask
Peter Reading
Phallacies
Phantom of the Opera
Philosophy of Health Education and Health Promotion
Phony War; F.D.R. And Churchill: The Human Partnership
Physics, Dance, and the Pas De Deux
Physiology of Exercise
Play It Again, Sam
Playboy of the Western World
Plumbing
Police Officer Teacher.
Pompeii Daily Life of the Ancient Romans
Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man
Power Persuasion Instructor
Power Persuasion Student
PowerPoint 2000, Teach Yourself
Practical Applications of the ACSM Metabolic Calculations
Prelude and First Curtains
Preparing and Repairing
Presumed Innocent
Pride and Prejudice, or, First Impressions
Prime of Miss Jean Brodie
Prisoner of Second Avenue
Prisoner of Zenda
Profits and Pitfalls of Mutual Funds
Programming CNC, Absolute
Programming CNC, Circular Interpolation
Programming CNC, Drilling Cycles
Programming CNC, Incremental
Programming CNC, Special Milling Cycles
Promise of Play
Psycho
Psychology of Self-Esteem How to Reach Your Potential at Work and At Home
Psychology Scientific Problem-Solvers
Public Relations
Pygmalion
Pyramid
Quality Family Child Care
R.H. Macy Merchant Prince
Race And Sports: Do Blacks Lose By Winning At Sports?
Rain Forest
Raising Self-Esteem for African-American Students
Ran
Rang Nathan’s Five Laws of Library Science Workshop in a Box
Rape, the Most Intimate Crime
Rashomon
Ray Kroc Fast-Food Mcmillionaire
Reading and Young Children A Practical Guide For Childcare Providers
Reading People the Unwritten Language of the Body
Reality Therapy
Rebel without a Cause
Red and Black Rouge ET Noir.
Red Badge Of Courage
Red Desert, Il Deserto Rosso
Refinishing
Reincarnation, the Untrue Fact
Remember The Ladies!
Republic of China on Taiwan, 1991
Resolving Conflicts Let's Work It Out
Restoration Theater from Tennis Court to Playhouse
Resume
Richard III
Right Steps for a Healthy Child
Rime of the Ancient Mariner
Raise Of Greek Tragedy Sophocles, Oedipus the King
Roger & Me
Roman Britain
Romeo and Juliet
Ronald Dworkin the Changing Story
Room Of One's Own
Roots of Resistance a Story of the Underground Railroad
Ross Perot
Rugg's Insights on the Colleges
S1m0ne
Saber Y Conocer
Safeguarding Our Patrons' Privacy What Every Librarian Needs To Know About The PATRIOT Act & Anti-Terrorism Measures
Saint Joan
Salesman: Giving 'Em What They Want
Salt
Sam Walton Bargain Billionaire
Scandinavian and Soviet Fronts
Scarlet Letter
Secrets of the Wild Panda
Seeds of War
Self-Discipline and Emotional Control How to Stay Calm and Productive Under Pressure.
Self-Esteem and Peak Performance
Ser Y Estar
Setting and Achieving Your Goals
Shakespeare in Love
Shane
Sharing Nature with Young Children
Shawshank Redemption
She Done Him Wrong
She Says: Women in News
Sheik
Shine
Shoah A Film
Significant Event Childhood Trauma
Silas Marner
Silence of the Lambs
Sister Wendy's Story of Painting
Six Characters In Search Of an Author
Six Wives of Henry VIII
Sizwe Bansi Is Dead
Skills for Successful Business Women
Sleepy Hollow
Sliding Doors
Snapshots The Video: Mini-lessons In Motion
So You Want To Be A Doctor?
Solomon Northup's Odyssey
South America Continent of Diversity
South Pacific
Spanish Regular "AR" Verbs
Spanish Regular "ER" Verbs
Spanish Regular "IR" Verbs
Spanking Controversy
Spartacus
Splendor of Ancient Egypt
Spoon River Anthology & A Poetic Portrait Gallery
Sport & Nutrition
Sports
Sports & Society
Sports and Children
Sports and Higher Education Academics, Athletics and Financial Opportunity
Sports Law
Sports: Games of Combat, Taming the Games
SS, Blood and Soil
Staging Classical Tragedy
Staining Wood
Standard Deviants Present Economics
Stanford Health & Exercise Handbook
Stephen Spender
Stephen Spender
Stock Scenery Construction
Strange Interlude
Stranger with a Camera
Street Smart Job-Seeker Video Making Opportunities Happen
Strictly Speaking Attorney General Edwin Meese and Judge Robert Bork
Structured Play Gross Motor Activities for Everyday
Student Speeches for Analysis to Accompany Public Speaking, Osborn/Osborn
Success Self-Programming
Suddenly, Last Summer
Sunday in the Park with George
Sunset Boulevard
Supreme Court of the United States
Susan Sontag
Swampdwellers
Sweeney Todd the Demon Barber of Fleet Street
Sylvia Plath
Table Saw and Accessories Operation & Safety
Tale of Two Cities
Tap
Tapping Into Your Creativity
Tchaikowsky's the Sleeping Beauty
Teach Yourself Excel 2000
Teach Yourself Outlook 2000, E-Mailing
Teach Yourself Quicken 99
Teach Yourself Windows 98
Teaching and Leading Children Training For Supportive Guidance of Children
Under Six
Tell the Truth and Run George Seldes and the American Press
Tess
Theater in Japan
Theatrical Devices in Classical Theatre
Thin Man
Third Man
Third Sex
Three Approaches to Psychotherapy I. Part 1, Dr. Carl Rogers
Three Approaches to Psychotherapy I. Part 2, Dr. Frederick Perls
Three Approaches to Psychotherapy I. Part 3, Dr. Albert Ellis
Three Sisters
Three Sovereigns for Sarah
Three-Part Man
Threepenny Opera
Title IX And Women In Sports What's Wrong With This Picture?
To Dance with the White Dog
To Kill a Mockingbird
Token Economy Behaviorism Applied
Tom Wolfe
Toni Morrison
Touch the Spirit, Korea
Tough Guise Violence, Media, and the Crisis in Masculinity
Tragedy of King Richard the Second
Travis
Treasure of the Sierra Madre
Tropical Kingdom of Belize
Truman
Truth Merchants
Tucker the Man and His Dream
Turn of the Screw
Turning Point
Twelfth Night Workshop
Twelfth Night, Or, What You Will
Tycoon the Secret Untold Story of Aristotle Onassis
U. S. - Soviet Relations: End of the Cold War?
Ultra-Violet Spectroscopy
Ulysses
Uncle Tom's Cabin
Understanding Shakespeare the Tragedy Series
Understanding the Defiant Child
Unquiet Spirit the Life and Art of Edgar Degas, 1834-1917
Using Classroom Assessment to Guide Instruction
Using Incentives in Health Promotion
Using Logic & Reasoning
Using the ACSM Metabolic Equations
Using the Internet for Research
Uta Hagen's Acting Class
Valuing Diversity Multi-Cultural Communication
Vanderbilts an American Dynasty
Velveteen Rabbit
Versailles the Lost Peace; Return to Isolationism
Victory at Sea
Video guide To the Birds of North America
Village Radicals, New Americans, Boom, and Crash
Violence, Aggression, and Sport
Virgin Spring
Virtual Summit
Waiting for Godot
Walter Cronkite Remembers & the Battle of the Bulge
War against Japan
Water Talks to Me
We the People the President and the Constitution
Welcome to the Virtual Summit on Sports and Society
West
West Side Story
Western Tradition Programs 1-2
Western Tradition Programs 39-40
Western Tradition. Programs 49-50
Western Tradition. Programs 5-6
Western Tradition. Programs 51-52
Western Tradition. Programs 9-10
What Social Workers Do
What Was Modernism?
What Works In Schools
What's School Got To Do With It?
White Rose
Why the Loon Calls the Sleeping Princess
Why We Wear What We Wear
Wild and Wacky World of Finance
Wild Bunch
Wild Duck
Wild Strawberries
William Gillette A Connecticut Yankee and the American Stage
William Shakespeare A Poet for All Time
William Shakespeare's Julius Caesar
William Shakespeare's Romeo & Juliet Romeo Y Julieta
William Shakespeare's Secrets in Stratford-Upon-Avon
William Shakespeare, His Life And Times
William Styron
Wings over the Gulf
Women in American Life
Women in Change
Women in Love
Women in Sports and Adventure
Women of Cane River
Women of Intrigue
Women Who Have It All
Wood Finishes Lacquers & Varnishes
Wood Finishes Oil, Shellac, & Wax
Wood Lathe and Accessories Operation and Safety
Woolworth Five and Dime Fortune and Failure
Workshop about ERIC the Education Information Resource
World of Chemistry
World of Emily Dickinson
World War One
Wuthering Heights
X-Men
York Mystery Plays The Annunciation And Joseph's Trouble About Mary.
York Mystery Plays, 1998 the First Guild Production Since 1569
You Ain't Seen Nothin' Yet, the Future of Internet Commerce
You Can Read!
You Can Read! A Phonetic Approach
Young People's Concerts
Your Own Business
Your Personal Survival Guide On Investments
Z

**Shreveport - DVD**

Advance Medical Directives  
Bartleby, The Scrivener  
Basic Venipuncture. Part One  
CDC Bioterrorism Update Smallpox Preparedness  
Code Blue  
Does The MMR Jab Cause Autism  
Effective Communication The Helping Interview  
Everyday Choices Ethics And Decision-Making In Home Care And Community Nursing  
Foodborne Illness  
H5N1 Killer Flu  
Harrison's Principles Of Internal Medicine  
Hello Family! An Educator's Guide To The Childbearing Year  
Hello Louisiana A Musical Travel Film By Monty & Marsha Brown  
Immunization Techniques Best Practices With Infants, Children And Adult  
Influenza  
Library As Place  
My Life  
On Our Own Terms Moyers On Dying  
Peripheral IV Access And Nursing Responsibilities  
Rapid Assessment Of The Ill Or Injured Child  
Responding Therapeutically To Patient Anger  
Responding Therapeutically To Patient Expression Of Sexual Attraction  
Steel Magnolias  
Ten Minute Assessment Of The Adult  
Tucked In Tight Honoring The Aging Patient  
Wit

**Shreveport - VHS**

12-Lead Electrocardiogram  
Adult Radiography A Refresher On The Basics  
Age Specific Competencies  
All The Right Moves Lifting And Transferring Patients  
Alternative Medicine Expanding Your Horizons In Healthcare Choices  
America 911 We Will Never Forget.  
Anthrax What Every Clinician Should Know  
Anthrax What Every Clinician Should Know, Part II  
Antianxiety Agents  
Antidepressant Agents  
Antipsychotic Agents  
Arterial Lines  
Aseptic Technique An Essential Strategy For Infection Control  
Atypical Orthopedic Trauma Radiography  
Back To Basics Applying The Standard Precautions  
Cancer [Increasing Your Odds For Survival